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NEWS: After a long hiatus between these types of shows, we return with a bang. I am asking you all to pay 

more attention to the news, medical and society section this evening, as things are beginning to really 

shake out across the world now. The purge we mentioned last year is now unfolding on a quiet but 

extraordinary scale. This augurs well for the future of us all, it enhances the reset required here on this 

planet as too many operate with ill intent. The media is changing as we forecasted as more of their stories 

now have past THI shows flavor to it. Now revealing what we and many others have said in the past. It is 

refreshing and it will and does set the stage for the Blueprint. 

 

White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre has ended her relationship with her longtime partner and 

CNN anchor Suzanne Malveaux, according to a new report. Yet another in the long line of relationships 

with a conflict of interest. Adds a whole new meaning to keeping things in House. Relationship between 

the Government and the media here, is incestuous. 

 

On August 16, 2022, President Joe Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act into law and ushered in what 

he proudly called Bidenomics. Turns out, the bill had nothing to do with reducing inflation. One year later, 

Biden admitted that he lied. I wish I hadn’t called it that, Biden said of Inflation Reduction Act. Because it 

has less to do with reducing inflation, than it does to do with dealing with providing for alternatives that 

generate economic growth. Economic growth for whom? It certainly wasn’t for the people, as inflation is a 

stealth tax upon them. In fact, not only did the bill fail to reduce inflation, Bidenomics has made inflation 

worse. The Congressional Budget Office found that the bill likely had a negative impact on inflation. Well 

I never, more skullduggery and lying to the American public. 

 

Here is more lying being exposed. Newly obtained emails reveal Facebook and its CEO Mark Zuckerberg 

are caught in promoting a major lie. The Biden administration falsely claimed that 65 percent of all anti-

vaccine content on Facebook, could be traced back to just 12 accounts within the infamous disinformation 

dozen. Internal email correspondence shows that senior Facebook executives were fully aware that these 

12 accounts were only responsible for a mere 0.05 percent of anti-vaccine content. Most of those 12 

accounts mentioned will also link back further to the CIA and datamining those following it. 

 

Democratic clown and spawn of Pelosi seeds, Gavin Newsome takes woke to a whole new level. As 

legislation is passed that states, if a parent does not affirm their child’s gender identity, they risk losing 

custody of the child. At which point do people in California realize they appointed a psychopath? 

 

New York the lead state of evil, rank stupidity, wokeness and theft, have now realized their own ridiculous 

policy of open borders, has now impacted them so much they are running out of space, schools and funds 

to accommodate the immigrants. We are now seeing the dying embers of the two worst state creations in 
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America, California or Kali Mafornia and New York. Those two are everything what is wrong in this 

country, both ran by Jew EL-ites and criminal families. With Feinstein now gone to meet her maker there 

is a gap to be filled, time the light people replaced it and them. 

 

US President Joe Biden has said that he raised issues of human rights in India and the importance of a free 

press with Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Delhi. Activists and rights groups have questioned India's 

deteriorating human rights track record under Mr. Modi. His government has denied allegations that 

attacks on minorities, especially Muslims, have risen since his Hindu nationalist BJP came to power in 

2014. Which is not true Mr. Modi. Quite why anyone around the world listens to Biden or America 

spouting about human rights, when they forced jabbed people, made them wear dangerous masks and 

social distance is beyond me. Not to mention the highly illegal operations against free speech in this 

country. Plus the military and agencies weapon testing, drug testing and using humans as guinea pigs over 

the past 100 years. Add in sending their sons and daughters into illegal wars for the benefits of agencies 

and the EL-ites and it is not a pretty picture. Time America and Americans questioned their own human 

rights record. 

 

Here is media mass manipulation for you, straight out of the 5 Eyes manual. Annalena Baerbock, the 

Federal Foreign Minister of Germany, expressed her deep concern and condemnation over Russia's act of 

abducting Ukrainian children. She was profoundly disturbed to learn that these young minds were taken to 

a foreign nation and manipulated into harboring negative sentiments against their own country. Baerbock 

emphasized that the actions of Russian President Vladimir Putin clearly indicate his lack of moral integrity. 

She stated that Putin consistently breaches international norms and the fundamental principles of human 

coexistence. Previously, the US Department of State had also voiced their concerns, urging Russia to halt 

the deportation of Ukrainian children from the territories they occupy. They also demanded the return of 

those children who had already been deported. In a significant development earlier this year, the 

International Criminal Court's Pre-Trial Chamber II had issued arrest warrants for Vladimir Putin. He is 

suspected of the unlawful deportation of thousands of Ukrainian children. Such a warrant implies that 

Putin could face arrest if he travels to any member nation of the International Criminal Court. Furthermore, 

in July, the Prosecutor General of Ukraine confirmed that the United States intends to provide evidence of 

Russian war crimes to The Hague. This decision is seen as a monumental stride towards holding Russia 

accountable for its violations of international law. Classic pro pagan da, making accusations without 

foundation and with bias towards one country. Here are the facts; Has Russia taken children? Yes, to save 

them from being used for sex trafficking, child labor and in bio-lab experiments. The fact that Germany 

and the corrupt US State department re-enforces the lie, makes them complicit in the atrocities done to 

children in the Ukraine, prior to the invasion. The US State Department needs to investigate the 8-900K 

children going missing in America each year, before making allegations about other countries. What about 

the recent report of 2-300K immigrant children who crossed the border, going missing in the last two 

years? Hypocrisy knows no bounds with these Jewish led puppets. Baerbock turns up like a bad penny in 
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the next piece to spread her pro pagan da, it’s not working. To the ignorant people in Europe and America 

who blame Russia for everything, take note of what the Ukrainians themselves think with this article. 

Again another sign the people are fighting back. The vast majority of Ukrainians believe that President 

Vladimir Zelensky is at fault for widespread corruption in the country's government and military, a new 

study has revealed. The poll, released on Monday, found that 78% of Ukrainian adults see Zelensky as 

directly responsible for Kiev's corruption problem. It was conducted by the Ilko Kucheriv Democratic 

Initiatives Charitable Foundation and the Kiev International Institute of Sociology. Prior to the launch of 

Russia's military offensive in February 2022, Ukraine consistently ranked among the world's most corrupt 

nations, but it was touted as a bastion of freedom and democracy as the US and its NATO allies rallied 

public support for massive aid to Kiev. For massive aid, read money laundering for clown politicians and 

agency goons. However, Ukrainian corruption remains a concern and could hinder the country's bid to join 

the European Union, an unidentified Western diplomat told Politico on Monday. Ukraine is a very corrupt 

country, the diplomat said, adding that Zelensky's plan to use the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) to 

prosecute graft cases could send the wrong message. Upon landing in Kiev for a surprise visit on Monday, 

German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock reportedly said Ukraine needed to step up its efforts to fight 

corruption. The Ukrainian poll was conducted from July 3 to July 17 in face-to-face interviews with 

thousands of citizens across the country. There were no major differences in findings based on region or 

socioeconomic factors. Respondents aged 60 and older took a harsher view, with 81% saying Zelensky was 

responsible for government corruption. The rate was 70% in the youngest segment, ages 17 to 29. Overall, 

only 18% of Ukrainian adults disagreed with the statement that Zelensky bears responsibility. Documents 

obtained by the International Association of Investigative Journalists in 2021 showed that, Zelensky and 

his business partners set up offshore companies to purchase lavish properties in central London. Zelensky 

transferred his stake in one of the companies to an aide just before he was elected president in 2019. 

Supporters of former Ukrainian president Petro Poroshenko accused Zelensky and his associates of using 

their offshore accounts to evade taxes. Zelensky has purged officials in his government for alleged 

corruption, including an embezzlement scheme involving humanitarian aid. Just this month, he sacked 

Defense Minister Aleksey Reznikov, who came under fire earlier this year over purchases of military 

rations at inflated prices. However, the new defense chief, Rustem Umerov, is reportedly under 

investigation for alleged crimes in his previous job. That is the effect report, the cause is yet again Israel 

and the Jewish cult. I will ask again, why is a Jew the leader of Ukraine? Will the Jewish system ever allow 

a foreign national to be in their cabinets, no chance. They won’t even allow foreign people to prepare their 

food. 

 

So, we have the Democrats impeaching Donald Trump. Democrat led States charging Trump with around 

80 felonies. Trump mishandling papers above his security clearance. Now Republicans are impeaching Joe 

Biden with several claims. What a charade that is, it is a total embarrassment for this country, yet people 

barely pay any attention to it. Millions are still readying themselves to line up and vote for two potential 

criminals. For the umpteenth time, is this the best America has to offer out of 330M people? At which 
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point do the stupid masses not see neither party are suitable and just stop voting. That ends part one of the 

charade, part two is the people will sit there and wait for more clowns to vote for. The alternative? The 

Blueprint. 

 

The Breitbart Business Digest grimly revealing yesterday: Things have not been this bad since Biden was 

Obama’s Vice President. The Census Bureau on Tuesday released its calculations for the change in real 

median household income for last year. By its calculations, the median income of U.S. households fell in 

2022 by 2.3 percent, the worst decline since 2010. Child poverty went up by 4.6 percent, the biggest single 

year rise ever and the measure the Census Bureau uses to adjust for inflation rose to 7.8 percent last year, 

the biggest jump since 1981. Yet Trump, Biden and the shekel makers will all tell you the economy is 

doing great, yes for the greedy bastards in Wall Street and high finance, but not the people. It is ridiculous 

that people fall for it and it is that tolerating shit again. If you keep tolerating it, they will keep harvesting 

us. 

 

This is interesting intel and a sign of the purge on a wider scale. About 100 Chinese leaders have been 

purged, as the Communist/Zionists are going down. Rumors about the families of Seng, Meng and Jo are 

going to be purged as well. The Tang is putting money into the building of the Silk Road. Not sure whether 

Tang family is related to the Koumintang terror cult operating as a political party, whose policies were 

based solely upon the Lenin Zionist Bolshevik rule. 

 

We have all heard about the alleged Russian group Wagner and there various deeds. Some praise in the 

media and some allegations, all of which resembles a faction war. What is interesting though is, the 

Wagner group said to be going against Russia has a leader Yevgeny Viktorovich Prigozhin, who just 

happens to be of not Russian descent, but Jewish. Well I never we will all say at THI, as that type of 

revelation has punctuated many of our shows. But the great question is; is the guy represented as Putin 

now purging the Jewish element that has destroyed Russia for the last 100 years? 

 

MEDICAL: The great Covid numbers game is now starting to play out. What is real and what is Johns 

Hopkins math and people are beginning to see the difference. During the 24 weeks from March 24th, 2023, 

to September 1st, 2023, there were 32,130 registered deaths due to heart failure in England. In 2020 we 

had expected 25,512 heart failure deaths during the corresponding weeks, a difference of 6,618. If we 

extrapolate to 52 weeks then, at the prevailing rate, we'll see 14,339 more deaths from heart failure in 2023 

than we expected in 2020. To put this in some kind of perspective, that's equivalent to the total number of 

deaths from all causes in Lancashire in any single year, or, if you're not familiar with Lancashire, it's about 

the same as the total number of deaths in Devon and Cornwall in a single year. Deaths from heart failure 

over the past 24 weeks have been 26% higher than the expected level in 2020. The source of this rather 

alarming statistic is the latest report from the Department for Health Improvement and Disparities. 

However, it doesn't report it in quite the same way. It compares heart failure deaths in 2023 with 'expected' 
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heart failure deaths for 2023, without mentioning that 'expected' heart failure deaths in 2023 are 8% higher 

than in 2020. Inflation affects heart failure deaths just as much as it does the pound or euro in your pocket, 

it seems. Add in Johns Hopkins math and the distortion of numbers and life continues. 

 

Here are some more alarming figures, that are quite frankly disturbing the masses no end. Their fear now is 

palpable, as the conspiracy theorists, nuts and tin foil hat brigade are being proven correct, sadly, on a 

much larger scale than imagined. The number of under-50s worldwide being diagnosed with cancer has 

risen by nearly 80% in three decades, according to the largest study of its kind. Funny that, considering 

that is when they banned smoking, after saying smoking was the biggest cause of heart failure, they were 

wrong again. The biggest cause of organ failure is fear. Global cases of early onset cancer increased from 

1.82 million in 1990 to 3.26 million in 2019, while cancer deaths of adults in their 40s, 30s or younger 

grew by 27%. More than a million under-50s a year are now dying of cancer, the research reveals. Experts 

are still in the early stages of understanding the reasons behind the rise in cases. (M) Haha experts, they 

have been found wanting badly in the past three years, but THI told you many years back, there are no 

experts. The authors of the study, published in BMJ Oncology, say poor diets, alcohol and tobacco use, 

physical inactivity and obesity are likely to be among the factors. Obesity is caused by a lack of nutrients 

in our food, courtesy of government, scientists and the system. Since 1990, the incidence and deaths of 

early onset cancers have substantially increased globally, the report says. Encouraging a healthy lifestyle, 

including a healthy diet, the restriction of tobacco and alcohol consumption and appropriate outdoor 

activity, could reduce the burden of early onset cancer. Nope, can’t blame tobacco now. Previous studies 

have suggested that the incidence of cancer in adults under the age of 50 has been rising in various parts of 

the world over the last few decades. The latest study, led by the University of Edinburgh in Scotland and 

Zhejiang University School of Medicine in Hangzhou, China, was the first of its kind to examine the issue 

on a global scale and the risk factors for younger adults. Most of the previous studies focused on regional 

and national differences. In this global study, researchers analyzed data from 204 countries covering 29 

types of cancer. They looked at new cases, deaths, health consequences and contributory risk factors for all 

those aged 14 to 49 to estimate changes between 1990 and 2019. In 2019, new cancer diagnoses among 

under-50s totaled 3.26 million, an increase of 79% on the 1990 figure. Breast cancer accounted for the 

largest number of cases and associated deaths, at 13.7 and 3.5 for every 100,000 of the global population 

respectively. Could it be the increase in mammograms? Cases of early onset windpipe and prostate cancers 

rose the fastest between 1990 and 2019, with estimated annual percentage changes of 2.28% and 2.23% 

respectively. If smoking caused windpipe cancers, as is often claimed, again, with the significant reduction 

of people who smoke, these cancers should have actually dropped. At the other end of the spectrum, cases 

of early onset liver cancer fell by an estimated 2.88% a year. A total of 1.06 million under-50s died of 

cancer in 2019, an increase of 27% on the 1990 figure. After breast cancer, the highest death tolls were 

linked to windpipe, lung, stomach and bowel cancers. The steepest increases in deaths were among people 

with kidney or ovarian cancer. The highest rates of early onset cancers in 2019 were in North America, 

Oceania and western Europe. Low- and middle-income countries were also affected, and the highest death 
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rates among under-50s were in Oceania, eastern Europe and central Asia. In low- and middle-income 

countries, early onset cancer had a much greater impact on women than on men, in terms of poor health 

and deaths. Based on the observed trends for the past three decades, the researchers estimate that the global 

number of new early onset cancer cases and associated deaths will rise by a further 31% and 21% 

respectively by 2030, with people in their 40s the most at risk. My advice is, to quit the fear and that will 

reduce your chances considerably. Thankfully now many alternative opinions are now being forced upon 

the masses and their MSM and that is a good thing. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: A furor has broken out in Zimbabwe after a white woman won their beauty contest, 

beating two black women in the process. Cue outrage amongst the sanctimonious offended by everything 

crew at the blasphemy of it all. But why is that the case? Because the agenda driven media have told them 

to be. What this proves is the THI stance of all people are racist, if you wish to label it that way, personally 

I think it is geneticism. But we have had thousands of headlines about the first black person in this or that 

role and it is celebrated as a cultural improvement. Yet when reversed, outrage ensues. No one said nothing 

when as recently as 2021 a black person won Miss Ireland, which is a black winning in a traditional white 

country, yet suddenly when it is reversed and a white woman wins a contest in a traditional black country, 

out comes the lame labels and vitriol. Liberals and think tanks want it both ways it seems and the only 

group that loses out and gets hit from both sides of the argument, is the white race. All of which reveals it 

is a program and also reveals the agenda behind it and who is doing it. I am all for multi-culturalism, as the 

meet and greet mentioned last week revealed, but until I see white people in prominent positions in Israel, 

Saudi Arabia, Africa, India or China in large numbers, then this form of multi-culturism is an attack on one 

race. Just like Israel Cohen predicted in 1912. 

 

There was a white nationalist group who turned up at Disney World in Florida, waving swastikas and a 

type of venom that is not required or helpful to their cause. Typically a black group turned up as well to 

counteract them and the film crew was there to stoke the flames. Yet again stupid binary thinking patterns 

of claim and counter claim and people fighting for their own self-imposed labels. But what will have been 

lost in all the generated angst formulated by agencies and media is, the protest was about Disney glorifying 

and promoting pedophilia. There was a banner placed at the entrance of Disney saying Pedo World. All 

that was lost in the staged counter protest of it is all about white v. black. Newsflash to the ignorant on both 

sides, pedophiles are using both color children for their sick games. Yet this protest was turned into a racist 

overtone event. Some people are just too stupid to get it and repeat the same thing expecting different 

results. Here is a novel idea and something I mentioned in relation to Ireland near 50 years ago. Most 

protests of this ilk are designed to rile up the perceived opposition, but what if the so-called opposition 

doesn’t turn up? It kills the whole reason for the binary thinkers being there, does it not? There sole 

objective is not to protest but provide a vehicle for confrontation. On July 12th every year in Ireland and 

parts of England, the Orange Lodge marches through Cat-holic districts banging drums in their full 

Masonic regalia. Every year the Cat-holic stand there and traded barbs, stones, rocks and bottles with 
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them. The solution? Go on a day out on July 12th far away from the march and let the idiots have their day. 

That way after a few years of no confrontation, people will get bored of it and the march ends. Yes, I am a 

Protestant courtesy of my parents ignorance, yet I find the stupidity of killing people and celebrating it 

over 400 years later is beyond retarded. The irony is, both sides lost at the Battle of the Boyne in Ireland, 

Ireland itself lost to foreign invaders not from Britain, but the French and Dutch House of Orange. The 

very same Houses of France that took over Britain with their three lions displayed on the sports jerseys. 

The three lions are symbols of French Houses, if only the people of England, Scotland, Wales, N and S 

Ireland realized they have all been played for fools. Because then we could learn to come together and end 

it, once and for all. The best way to negate stupid people and their programs is, to ignore them. That way 

they get no energy. 

 

The Kali Ma people live on in India it seems, yet curiously seem to have no respect for their women over 

there. Treating them like sex slaves and lesser beings. We have highlighted before the rapes and tortures of 

women in India and this week brought more horrific crimes. This week a 15-year-old was gang raped and 

murdered, which followed other recent crimes against women. The recent violence against women and 

girls in India has led to nation-wide protests. This month a 14-year-old girl was gang raped before being 

burned alive in a furnace. Earlier in the year, two women were allegedly paraded naked through Manipur 

and then sexually assaulted by a mob. A Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) court in 

Uttar Pradesh's Kaushambi on September 28 convicted four people, including a woman, in a 2018 gang-

rape case of a minor Dalit girl and sentenced them to 20 years imprisonment. In April 2018, a 15-year-old 

Dalit girl was lured to a secluded place by Savita Prajapati. She then called three men who raped her, the 

report said. With all these fake equality programs, one wonders why it is not addressed as to the appalling 

treatment of women in the Middle East, SE Asia and also Asia. Where is the outrage and programs there? 

Why is this allowed to continue there and yet where there is more closer to equality in the rest of the 

world, the programs are rolled out there and not where it is needed? Oh I forgot, they only roll out 

programs on traditional white nation countries. That has to change, women are not second class anything, 

men who thinks so are pathetic and weak individuals requiring much shadow work and life training. 

 

This is an interesting piece by the Washington Examiner and further erodes the woke culture, which is 

collapsing in on itself. It signals a vast shift in reporting as well, as some of the news pieces revealed. This 

will increase exponentially over the next 12-24 months. It's brutal truth time. Usually, the end of a famous 

athlete’s career brings sadness and nostalgia. Female soccer player Megan Rapinoe called it a career on 

Sunday night, after the women’s national team’s match against South Africa and much of the nation is glad 

she is gone. Rapinoe didn’t receive the glorious send-off reserved for many famous athletes. Only a fringe 

minority of people have any appreciation for her. Rapinoe is a far-left political extremist who repeatedly 

denigrated the country. She utilized the nation’s many liberties and freedoms to exult her privilege and then 

whine about her alleged oppression. The sport, and society, will be better off without comrade Rapinoe and 

her attempts at making the pitch a platform for her political beliefs. Good riddance to her. Rapinoe 
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represents a toxic strain of privileged and entitled athletes who have poisoned sports leagues in the 21st 

century. Look no further than Rapinoe’s decision not to partake in the national anthem in her final game. It 

cemented her status as a cultural villain in the country, at least to those who cherish the nation’s rights and 

freedoms and appreciate the vast liberties. Rapinoe is a brainwashed and misguided athlete who used her 

platform to spread rampant misinformation. She could be the poster child of everything that is wrong with 

the Left. She whined about pay equality, even though her claims were never valid. She championed 

equality, all the while promoting priority and preferences and weird, radical, and extremist ideas such as 

the toxic gender ideology and notions that men can be women. She sought to establish a counterculture 

under the guise of social justice and equality. She played for the United States, but cared more about the 

name on her back. Her main flag was the rainbow pride banner, not the stars and stripes of this country. 

Goodbye and good riddance. A refreshing article, but a few caveats to that are required. One must address 

the Tavistock and other think tanks who place this rhetoric upon the shoulders of these promoters of 

division. They are responsible for most athletes becoming not political, neither left nor right, as that is an 

illusion, but programs of division. Also those in the media must take responsibility, including Washington 

Examiner played a heavy role in promoting this sort of divisive drivel. Plus the intelligence agencies of 5 

eyes and their divisive scripts creating the fake news. These are the three causes, Rapinoe is the effect. We 

had it back in England with the National soccer coach and players becoming embroiled in these same 

divisive programs. My own club Everton went all Ukraine and anti-Russian, despite having a Russian as 

the clubs benefactor, that hasn’t turned out too well. I wholly applaud the article but it is time we focus on 

the causes, not the effects. 

 

Is this internal evidence of the THI collective conscience effect? You decide. A member sent me this: I 

received an email from the Conservative Party of Canada, with the following at its start: We couldn’t be 

more excited that our Commonsense Convention is kicking off today! The goal of our convention is to 

start the process of restoring the commonsense consensus that united Canadians for a quarter century 

before Justin Trudeau shattered it. A common sense convention, well I never. 

 

Another member sent me this and further good news. I have noticed on the Social media, the black 

communities are waking up to the shenanigans of many topics, including black history. That has been 

exciting to observe.  

 

Even more exciting news and sign of real change is underway with this piece. More and more Israelis are 

now speaking out against the fake state now, around the world and also in Israel itself. This is what THI 

has called for from the ordinary Jewish people, who have been used as pawns in a game too few really 

understand. With the help of FHSTOS Series we can change that whole dynamic of the hostile planetary 

takeover, by those who label themselves as Jews, but are not. Over the past year, many American rabbis 

have described Israel’s government as extremist and warned American Jews that it has the potential to 

undermine Israel’s democratic norms. But few have called out this government as pointedly as Rabbi 
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Sharon Brous, who in a barnburner Yom Kippur sermon Monday Sept. 25, accused Israel’s new right-wing 

government of harboring a messianic agenda that aims to turn the country into a fascist theocracy. Oh my 

using the word Fascist in relation to Israel, never thought we would see a Jewish person say that, great 

stuff. One of the United States most influential Jewish clergy, Brous is a co-founder of IKAR, a 

nondenominational Jewish congregation in Los Angeles launched in 2004 that has grown to about 1,200 

families. Those who attended IKAR’s Yom Kippur service, the holiest day of the Jewish calendar, 

applauded frequently during her remarks, which she titled, This is the moral earthquake. Brous also spoke 

about Israel’s politics in terms of a metastatic tumor, saying at one point, this government’s radical 

legislative agenda has landed the body on the examination table and it would be a travesty to diagnose a 

life-threatening spinal tumor as indigestion. This was the shofar blast that needed to be heard, said Jeremy 

Barnett, a member of IKAR, referring to the ram’s horn blown by Jews during High Holiday services. 

Barnett, who sits on the board of an Israeli nonprofit that serves at-risk youth, watched online and called it 

powerful and inspired. It was delivered in a clear and loud and trembling way. Thousands of Israelis have 

flooded the streets in weekly protests exhorting crowds against the government and what they see as a 

grave challenge to Israel’s democracy. But Brous identified the source of the tumor growing in Israel’s 

government as the 56-year occupation of Palestinian lands, which many of the government’s ministers 

believe were promised to Israel by God. Many of us have spent years trying not to look, Brous said of the 

occupation, in part because Jews feared any criticism of Israel would fuel rising antisemitism. Anti-

Semitism, which is a misnomer, as Jews are not Semites, but has been used as a vehicle to deflect many 

crimes and heinous practices done in the name of Jewish. But Jews, she told her congregation, can be 

victimizers as well as victims. What a staggering and refreshing line that is, again never thought we would 

hear those words spoken. Is this an example of the truth frequency echoing throughout this planet now? 

Brous urged congregants not to disengage from Israel, but to divert their funding away from the 

institutions propping up the occupation and its dream of a greater Israel. Instead, they should invest in 

institutions and nonprofit organizations that are working to build its democracy and civil society. The fact 

is, there can be no democracy with occupation, Brous said. A fantastic piece and well said. 

 

EXPOSE: This is an apt and timely piece following the THI tour of Ireland that has taken place twice this 

year and made some extraordinary changes to the landscape and people there. I spoke of the lies of using 

Britain as the scapegoat in the Battle of the Boyne and attributed the blame to the Houses, who use 

countries like pawns to be sacrificed in their power games. France, Scotland, Holland and the Vatican city 

were responsible for the second hostile takeover of Ireland after the first being the Tuatha De Danaan off 

world group. If you think I am defending Britain because I was born there, think again, in my 

understanding and their world, there are no countries remember. Just a group of snakes infiltrating 

everything to cause wars, division, power and create shekels for the bankers with a silent w. The Irish 

people need to learn not his story, but their story and rout out the snakes in their midst. The energy work 

done there has done much to benefit Ireland and the people. They need to use that towards a springboard of 

getting to the truth. Just as Rome was not built in a day, so also was this abnegation of Ireland and 
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everything Irish not done in the seven or so days it took God to create the world. Freddie Scappaticci, 

Stakeknife was, according to the book's blurb, the British spy who played a leading role in the British 

intelligence war against the Provisional IRA. Stakeknife, along with John Joe McGee, another British 

intelligence plant, ran the IRA's Nutting Squad, the IRA's MI6 equivalent, which brutally dispatched spies 

and those Stakeknife, McGee and their fellow MI6 agents further up the food chain and lied they were MI6 

spies. Typical of their victims was widowed mother of 10 Jean McConville, who was buried like a dog in 

an unmarked grave on an isolated beach close to the Irish border where Gerry Adams, Stakeknife's alleged 

controller, regularly walked his dogs. Adams is a total snake and is a knight of Malta, like the former queen 

of England and Nelson Mandela. Adams sold the Irish people out for fake titles, as did Martin McGuiness 

another connected to the establishment via the badge of Hibernian. It was McGuinness that started the 

Bloody Sunday atrocities, he fired the first shot, he knew what he was doing. Following that pre-planned 

shot with the establishment, 26 Irish people lost their lives. Yes in their story it goes down to the British 

troops doing it, but in overview it was done by agency goons with a pre-determined script to cause division 

amongst the people. Like I said last week, why does the Irish flag have orange in it? Adams is the classic 

example of what is portrayed as the good versus the bad, when they are both the same coin. Another 

example of what is presented to the public and they fall for it every time is, the lesser of two evils. If both 

are evil, then why are we selecting them? Where is the logic or morals in that? Why do we always accept 

their choices? Why is everything binary, when triality which is your choice is ignored. Anything the media 

presents as good to us is not, it is a fairly simple concept, yet criminally ignored by the brainwashed 

masses. Although there is an impressive library on the war crimes Stakeknife, McGee and Adams are 

implicated in. O'Rawe is uniquely placed to shed new light on these British funded criminals, because he 

was publicity officer for the Provisional IRA's blanket men prisoners, ten of whom, including Bobby 

Sands, seen here with MI6 agent Denis Donaldson, died by hunger strike, the last six of whom died. So 

O'Rawe's previous book convincingly argues, because Adams, Donaldson, Stakeknife and their MI6 pals 

wanted to milk the maximum amount of political leverage from their martyrdom. All staged, one has to ask 

whether the hunger strike people actually carried that act out, or did they take a leverage bung via the 

agencies? This is what the agencies do, they get dirt on people and then leverage them to do their dirty 

work. Was this another case of that? If so, where are the hunger strikers now? Where they promised 

anonymity and moved to a remote location? Or did the agencies do what they normally do and delete them, 

because that way dead people can’t talk? The bigger play here was that, when the troubles broke out, the 

British Government were caught on the back foot, because the world rightly saw them as running an 

apartheid system against Irish Catholics. Which Nelson Mandela and Bishop Tutu both claimed were more 

discriminatory than anything apartheid era South Africa implemented. So like Adams, Mandela another 

knight of Malta got involved in the brainwashing the public. Mandela was also one of the sub Trustees of 

the Trust under the stewardship of Marduk remember. The British response, scientifically spelt out in 

General Frank Kitson's Low Intensity Operations classic, was to run gangs and counter gangs to cause 

chaos, so that Kitson's SAS could control that chaos and eventually emerge triumphant from the IRA's 

long war. In Ireland's case, that triumph was formalized with the signing of the Good Friday Agreement 
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which allowed Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, Gerry Adams, Denis Donaldson and its other compromised 

architects to strut the world's stage as if they were peacemakers. All whilst American companies like 

Google, Facebook and Big Pharma colonized Ireland's economy and from there its politics, its much-

vaunted faux radicalism included. One must, like Ed Moloney's excellent The Secret History of the IRA, 

go further back to the 1940s and 1950s when there was only an IRA rump in Belfast, led by Gerry Adams' 

father. Adam’s father and others who were subsequently exposed as being serial child rapists and whose 

victims most likely included Denis Donaldson, who had fought very bravely at the battle of St Matthew's 

Church. When, under the leadership of Billy McKee, whom Adams sidelined, along with the likes of Ivor 

Bell and Brendan Hughes, the Provisional IRA got their baptism of fire and, as they say, emerged like the 

phoenix from the ashes of Belfast to bang away at the Brits. The Battle of St Matthew's or Battle of Short 

Strand was a gun battle that took place on the night of 27–28 June 1970 in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It was 

fought between the Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA), and Ulster loyalists in the area around St 

Matthew's Roman Catholic church. This lies at the edge of the Short Strand, a Catholic enclave in a 

mainly-Protestant part of the city. Violence had erupted there, and in other parts of Belfast, following 

marches by the Orange Order. The battle lasted about five hours and ended at dawn when loyalists 

withdrew. The British Army and police were deployed nearby but did not intervene. Three people were 

killed and at least 26 wounded in the fighting, while another three were killed in north Belfast. Catholics 

believed that they were about to become victims of a Protestant pogrom and Protestants believed they were 

on the eve of an IRA insurrection. Pogroms is connected with the Jewish remember, one ponders whether 

that was a deliberate mind meme of the time. But, hundreds of Catholic homes and businesses were burnt 

out and more than 1,000 families, mostly Catholic, were forced to flee. I imagine that created utter panic 

within the people and fueled angst to unprecedented levels. But the system has no compassion for anyone 

that it defines as being used as a pawn, in a much wider game, too few see. It will be interesting to find out 

as to why that region was selected and what replaced it? On Saturday 27 June 1970, a large march by the 

Orange Order took place in west Belfast, which was joined by loyalist bands from other parts of the city. 

Violence broke out as the march entered the Catholic Springfield Road area on its way to Whiterock 

Orange Hall. There is the Orange interference again, the Battle of the Boyne and Orange Dutch and French 

lives on. Although wags have made much of Stakeknife's Italian name, there had been, as O'Rawe points 

out, significant Italian immigration into Ireland at the start of the twentieth century. Not only had they fully 

integrated, but many of them including Angelo Fusco, had not only served with distinction in the IRA, but 

had sent several SAS assassins to early graves. This Italian connection is of interest as a Protestant assassin 

gang, helped by the SAS. The SAS also helped train Mossad remember, Mossad assassin groups even have 

the same badge as the SAS. Remember the state of Israel was created in Britain by the Rothschilds and 

Jewish bankers, and was Jerusalem builded here the song says, indeed is my reply. Why was there a heavy 

Italian presence in Ireland, like New York? The Mafia run by the Rome church. The murdered "Italian" 

Francisco Notarantonio, whom they thought was Freddie Scappaticci (Stakeknife) and Adams' childhood 

friend Victor Notarantonio, another member of that extended family Adams' IRA subsequently cleansed 

from Ballymurphy, was implicated in the murder of Donaldson, whose untimely passing saved CIA darling 
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Adams from answering a lot of very awkward questions. Never miss an opportunity to miss out, the 

Langley boys do they? Former alleged IRA PR boss and serial Adams sidekick Danny Morrison is one of 

those who has protected Adams from such questions, most likely because his uncle Harry White and 

Gerry's uncle Dominic, both had "very lucky" escapes from England during the war. So, the Adams family 

had connections to the system before the snake Gerry. When Peter Barnes and James McCormick, their 

IRA co-conspirators, were caught and hanged as Nazi collaborators over their Coventry bombing outrage. 

Danny, who saw nothing untoward in the Belfast-based Denis Donaldson regularly popping into his Dublin 

office for a snoop and scoop, sees nothing unusual in Notarantonio's murder or, indeed in Stakeknife's role 

as a low-level IRA volunteer. Morrison's logic, if such it can be called, is that, as Stakeknife didn't manage 

to put the IRA out of commission, then he was not playing for Team MI6. But that is to ignore the multi-

faced nature of the IRA's campaign which British intelligence managed to reduce to the South Armagh 

sniper and the massive bombs the South Armagh IRA made, in their largely autonomous Bandit Country to 

bomb London and Manchester. Militarily, the British did well, thanks largely to their intelligence wing. 

The IRA in the key battlegrounds of Derry and Belfast was destroyed by the supergrass system, whereby, 

working on tip offs from Stakeknife and the word of their supergrasses. A classic tactic that used in large 

poor economy areas, by offering poor people large sums to be snoops for them. The British would remand 

in custody hundreds of suspected IRA volunteers and have them replaced with their own agents, who were 

either paid like Stakeknife. Stakeknife, like his Sinn Féin POW Dept chums, enjoyed watching humans 

have sex with animals in his down time or, as O'Rawe infers, compromised like Donaldson, Liam and 

Gerry Adams Snr, because, like so many of their peers, they liked to rape children. The leverage and 

blackmail game again. Much the same happened with Sinn Féin, which is now led and controlled by very 

dodgy George Soros affiliated agents. Just like the CIA are always involved, so are the Jewish agents. 

O'Rawe's book is a valuable addition to the Troubles' literature. It begins with an interview with a no 

nonsense, dangerous-sounding former South Derry IRA volunteer, who recounts how Stakeknife almost 

walked the South Derry IRA, then the IRA's most lethal unit, into a fatal SAS ambush. Then has, Anthony 

McIntyre, another Belfast IRA volunteer Adams' crew chased out of Ballymurphy, explains why precisely 

Stakeknife was such a valuable asset to MI6. O'Rawe also says that former IRA volunteers and civilians 

are still afraid of Adams' hit squads who are still into sculpting the narrative. It then gives a brief summary 

of Italian immigration into Belfast and the British Protestant supremacists they had to contend with, before 

settling in to tell of the resurrection of the IRA phoenix and how Stakeknife, the man, and Stakeknife, the 

IRA commander fitted into that new dynamic. O'Rawe then moves on to July 1973, when IRA informer 

Eamon Molloy had Gerry Adams, Brendan Hughes and some others we previously mentioned arrested, an 

indication that MI6 intelligence gathering was already bearing tangible fruit at that early stage into the 

Troubles. It was at the same time, when Stakeknife was being rearrested, that Brendan Duddy, MI6's go-

between in Derry entered the picture. Though Duddy would be a key agent in bringing down the entire 

IRA through the Good Friday Agreement. His entry into the picture shows MI6 were hard at work working 

towards their end solution of criminalization, normalization and Ulsterisation, as sculpting the narrative to 

suit their objectives, just as the Americans tried to do in Vietnam and as MI6 and the CIA both tried do in 
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Syria, Ukraine and so many other theatres of war. Why is it called a theater of war, because it is all a stage 

play, operated by sly, cowardly psychopaths hiding like puppeteers in the background. Stakeknife was an 

early convert to the program and made a fortune from building site scams that were, as Ed Moloney 

pointed out, more the forte of the Official IRA and their Protestant supremacist buddies, but which the 

Provisional IRA gave Stakeknife a pass on. Chapter 5 gives us the birth of the Nutting Squad led, lest we 

forget, by former British special forces soldier John Joe McGee and cross community organized crime 

gangster Scappaticci. As the Nutting Squad's remit included vetting all new recruits, debriefing all 

volunteers, implementing anti-interrogation techniques and getting to the bottom of any operations that had 

gone wrong, it was, with those who ran it, a high priority MI6 target. With Stakeknife's racketeering with 

PIRA's enemies, coupled with his child molestation and bestiality fetish, he was, like countless others, an 

easy mark for MI6, which was run by super spy Sir Maurice Oldfield, who raped the children of Belfast's 

Kincora Boys' Home during his own down time. The serial rape of young boys by Oldfield and his agents 

in the IRA, in Sinn Féin and in their Loyalist counter gangs is important to stress, as it shows they had no 

morals, no empathy and no compassion. O'Rawe's book eloquently illustrates all that in the case of 

Stakeknife and his handlers and MI6 fellow-collaborators, who are implicated in the murders of over 500 

British citizens and for which the current British regime's Operation Kenova is trying to grant life-long 

amnesties, just as they previously granted amnesties to their khaki-clad butchers in Kenya, Malaya, Iraq 

and elsewhere. Like I have said it is the same criminals involved in all the troubles, not just Ireland. 

Though the South Armagh IRA passed word on to Belfast IRA as early as 1983 that Stakeknife was not 

kosher. Adams and his crew, allowed Scappaticci continue to have IRA men and women executed as MI6 

agents, on the word of MI6 for the next 20 years. Until he was fully exposed as an MI6 agent in 1983, after 

which Sinn Féin leaders Gerry Adams, Danny Morrison and Martin McGuinness still vouched for him. 

When former IRA boss and suspected MI6 alpha tout Martin McGuinness died of a HIV related illness, in 

December 2016, his passing was treated as a national tragedy and Orgy Island frequent flyer POTUS Bill 

Clinton was flown over to give the oration in Derry's St Eugene's Cathedral. Of which the Protestant 

political boss Arlene Foster was made to attend, supposedly as part of the CIA's never ending peace 

process, but in reality to help cement CIA and MI6 rule in Ireland. This rule was, in part, accomplished, as 

O'Rawe's book details, by MI6's wholesale slaughter of Catholics in East Tyrone and, as John Crawley's 

book shows, by the IRA's collaboration with Boston gangster and FBI informant Whitey Bulger. Of 

course, by beta touts like wee Willie Carlin who was flown to safety out of Derry on Margaret Thatcher's 

private plane, by heartless alpha touts like Martin McGuinness and by far too many others, who have done 

very well for themselves from King Charles' libel laws. Despite spending years on the blanket protest and 

taking on both MI6 and their agents in the IRA and Sinn Féin, O'Rawe has carved out a successful career 

as an author without being broken and dying as a river rat. That was the fate of Kieran Nugent, Ireland's 

first blanket man or without selling his soul for either the British Crown or the British half crown, as 

Stakeknife and so many of his former colleagues so willingly did. But then, as O'Rawe and Moloney both 

allude to, perhaps O'Rawe and so many others were not part of that Belfast Family, that Cosa Nostra, that 

the child molesting forebears of Morrison and Adams nurtured in those darker days before Bill Clinton, 
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Tony Blair and their death squads, set about their remoulding of Ireland into the pitiable Quisling state it 

has now become. Richard O'Rawe has done his family, his former comrades and his community, which 

suffered so much for so little, proud with this highly recommended book. I warned at the beginning Irish 

troubles had nothing to do with the British people. After listening to this piece, I remind you the dominant 

groups involved in this where the paramilitaries who are mercenaries and the intelligence agencies in 

several countries was mentioned. Those organizations are the cancer on this planet and it is way past time 

the people saw through it, before more innocent lives are lost. The music for this piece picked itself, but it 

is another of the so-called favored Irish sons who sold out and perpetuated more lies with this song. This is 

not a rebel song Bono said, he lied, this is Sunday bloody Sunday. Just two years later Bono and his U2 

crew launched a self-promotional campaign with another Irish clown, Bob Geldof that launched in the four 

decades since, a load of vacuous cretins from the world of stage, movie, music and sports promoting 

causes, none of which they had any sincerity for. Just trying to empty the people’s pockets further, whilst 

they are celebrated. Geldof it may come as to no surprise was born from Jewish descent. Why didn’t Bono 

do a Live Aid for the Irish people? 100k’s struggling, yet went off on a fake look at me campaign in Africa, 

which predictably yielded zero results 40 years later. Because many in Africa are still starving. 

 

MYSTERY SECTION: This next piece is a tip upside the head piece of lasting consequences for us all. It 

brings in many aspects of THI pieces and wraps them all into one piece. A total mind boggler equivalent to 

sitting in my lounge chair as one member will attest to. I would suggest a number of listens and reading of 

this piece, as when you fully grasp and understand it, it will bring you to what is life, value, love, soul 

development, empowerment and HU-man all wrapped in one piece. I have been watching a recent series 

called Foundation and I have slipped a couple of references to it in recent shows. It delivers confirmation 

of many previous disclosures from this show. A show about a Galactic Empire ruling many worlds and 

how a math genius was able to work out it’s fall, based purely on numerical science. The Empire is ran by 

three brothers which comes up a lot in past his story and biblical narratives, why? Because they are one 

and the same, the bible is their story not ours. The three brothers existed from one consciousness, and they 

just kept duplicating from the one consciousness upload. For those new, an upload consciousness is 

essentially a hard drive, with one beings entire genetic memory and code. When the host vessel dies or is 

dying, they acquire a new host and upload the consciousness from the dying being. This ensures life 

longevity in a certain form and inspired the word clones or synthetics, because that is essentially what they 

are. A metatronic coding upload and transfer to keep those in control, running their operations over many 

lifetimes of ordinary or organic beings. To those who are power hungry and conquest laden, this allows 

them to keep that hold they have. But, it comes with a price, whilst it provides longevity it is not finite and 

eventually the copy of a copy of a copy begins to disintegrate. That has been the downfall of many a 

species, particularly the greys. It also touches upon the ability of people and beings to have special skills, 

clairvoyance and bi-location etc. It covered the types of craft also with special skills to jump time and 

space and cloaking ships. Those two types of skills are responsible for many of the UFO sightings, a 

temporary uncloaking or the craft jumps briefly in and out of our dimension. I call the latter shadow craft, 
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they are seen and gone in a blink of an eye, very hard to spot and your eyes must be adjusted to the night 

sky. It turns out the three brothers were being operated by a robot, or bio-bot. Part biological part machine, 

which apparently according to the movie is still capable of sexual intercourse. Now you know where they 

got the idea for sex robots. So, just how prevalent in today’s society are these bio-bots? Look at Biden for a 

start, the mask man who malfunctions. Did you ever wonder why the plastic surgery became so popular? 

To make the organic look like bio-bots. Think about that deeply, if you think robots are the future, you 

have been fooled again. It is long in the past, both here and outside of here as well. It is called memory 

seeding, a series of codes for people to latch onto at a later date, plus a subtle way of telling you what they 

are doing again. Sadly most people take no notice and just enjoy the entertainment, but take the letters ET 

out of that word and it becomes entrainment and the removed letters the instigators. Bio-bots allows the 

original to stay off world and control it, whilst the machines with programs of no compassion, love or 

empathy go about destroying things in a soulless way. A vessel with no soul is the most damaging, as it is 

capable of extraordinary evil as there are no consequences and certainly no karma. Mentalics refers to 

those with the ability to read and shape the minds of others. All members of the Second Foundation were 

Mentalics and used their abilities to aid the Seldon Plan whenever necessary. A Mentalic robot is featured 

as early as the short story "Liar!" in I, Robot; Mentalic humans are not introduced until the Second 

Foundation. This is what the clowns are trying to engineer now a Mentalic world, that is what they are 

telling us. Not a natural Mentalic world, a technology version. We will go down the same path and destiny 

as the P45 and P52 Greys with this psychotic path. Remember the Thor group in Stargate? This is what 

they want, as they avoid going back to Source and remain in control. History: Do you think Mentalics are 

the future? Think again. The first known Mentalic robot, RB-34, also known as Herbie, was manufactured 

accidentally in the year 2021. Yeah right 2021 my ass, it is decades previously is my understanding, they 

had a full-on robot army in 1970. Did you notice the subtle but in your face overlay? Designing a mentalic 

to be like us? Not the general masses stuck in the Astral version, but those that advance to the Mental 

planes and attain skill sets. Yet again they are trying to cheat nature, life and Source. While the roboticists 

at U.S. Robots and Mechanical Men investigated how this occurred, the robot told them what other people 

were thinking. The First Law still applied to this robot, and so it deliberately lied, when necessary, to avoid 

hurting their feelings and to make people happy, especially in terms of romance. However, by lying, it was 

hurting them anyway. When it was confronted with this fact by Susan Calvin, to whom it falsely claimed 

her coworker was infatuated with her, a particularly painful lie, the robot experienced an insoluble logical 

conflict and became catatonic. Her last word to the robot was Liar! a myth that over the thousands of years 

to become spread as a myth throughout the Spacer worlds, as part of Susan Calvin's general depiction as a 

demigod. For those who have watched that I Robot series, have you considered that Susan Calvin may well 

have been the robot? One Mentalic, Marlene Fisher, existed in 2236. Her powers allowed her to 

communicate with the planet circling the Nemesis star, this story survived to Imperial times. Nemesis in 

our world and reality was not a star, it was a planet. Although a brown dwarf has the appearance of a star, 

but it has no fusion. Nemesis, Wormwood and Nibiru all signaled the same thing, fear. The fear of some 

celestial body coming into contact with our solar system. The system then ramped up the fear further with 
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the movies about it, about it hitting our planet on some elongated orbital path. Funny astronomers can see 

into the deepest regions of space, yet none can see Nibiru, is it not? I wonder why? A: It could be in the 

anti-particle time/space B: a different timeline or C: it was dealt with? Or perhaps all of the above. From 

2021 until the 4600s, no known Mentalic robot was created. Subtle warnings of the future again, when it is 

in the past. However, in the late 4600s, young Vasilia Fastolfe's tampering with the robot R. Giskard 

Reventlov, created by her father Han, made it into a Mentalic. In 4724, Giskard discovered that Kelden 

Amadiro was experimenting on R. Jander Panell, the second humaniform robot ever, created by Han, to 

find the secret of humaniform robots. He used his telepathic powers to destroy Jander, not only to thwart 

these attempts, but to get renowned detective Elijiah Baley called to Aurora to allow Earth people to 

colonize the Galaxy. Baley was called to Aurora to solve this roboticide and exposed Amadiro, concluding 

it was merely chance that Jander was deactivated. Secretly, however, he confronted Giskard who admitted 

it was him to Baley and then his partner, R. Daneel Olivaw, the remaining humaniform robot. It was said 

that R. Daneel Olivaw, explained he had been paternalistically manipulating humanity since Elijah Baley's 

time, long before the Galactic Empire or Foundation. He thus caused the settlement of Alpha Centauri, the 

creation of Gaia and the creation of psychohistory. Marduk was known to be from Alpha Centauri, just 

saying. Is Hari Seldon a depiction of Marduk? It is revealed that Daneel's positronic brain is deteriorating 

and he is unable to design a new brain, as he had done several times before, since his brain is now too 

fragile; he therefore wishes to merge Fallom's brain with his own, allowing him time to oversee Galaxia's 

creation. This is the uploaded consciousness technology, but he never came back in a male body in the 

Foundation series, it was a female body and Demerzel. Demerzel ran the Empire, just like the former AI 

here, that ran the dark forces and the clowns here. Just like the female AI in the 100 series called Alie or a 

lie. The female most worshipped here is Isis, I guess it IS what it IS, or is what it was in their case. After 

Amadiro's exposure, Fastolfe and Amadiro came to an agreement where Earth people could colonize the 

Galaxy, and Amadiro would find the secret for humaniform robots. On parting Aurora, Baley told his love 

Gladia Delmarre to trust Giskard. Giskard became important again in 4922. A seventh-generation 

descendant of Baley's, Daneel Giskard "D.G." Baley, gained Gladia's help in visiting Solaria, to investigate 

the destruction of several "Settler" spaceships that made landings there, and to capture the presumably 

unsupervised robots. In the book by Isaac Isamov that preceded this series, Solaria was a planet that had 

10K robots to every human. Isamov was a fake name, you all know by now why, he was not Russian, he 

was Jewish, just like Carl Sagan. Another who was prominent in astronomy, sciences, whether fiction or 

otherwise. Gladia was accompanied by Giskard and Daneel. At the same time, Daneel and Giskard were 

engaged in a struggle of wits with Fastolfe's rivals; they discovered Amadiro's plan and attempted to stop 

him, but were hampered by the First Law of Robotics, which prevented them from a direct attack on 

Amadiro. Daneel and Giskard, meanwhile, had inferred an additional Zeroth Law of Robotics: A robot 

may not injure humanity, or, through inaction, allow humanity to come to harm. This could enable them to 

overcome Amadiro, if they could use their telepathic perception of humanity to quell the inhibitions of the 

first law. When Vasilia accused Giskard of telepathy, earlier created by herself, Giskard was compelled to 

manipulate her mind to make her forget about his telepathic powers. The two robots located Amadiro and 
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Mandamus on Earth, at the site of Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania. Hmm, the scene of the infamous 

nuclear reactor failure, in the township called Londonderry, which means it was claimed by the Orange 

Lodge Protestants. Remember in Part 2 of the Cosmic Genetics series it said: So those that follow the Cat 

holic religion are actually following the Draconian agenda. Those that follow the Protestant religion are 

following the Jewish Hyksos lines and the Anunnaki. After Amadiro admitted their plans, Giskard altered 

Amadiro's brain using the newly created Zeroth Law, but in so doing, threatened his own. Now alone with 

the robots, Mandamus claimed that his intentions were to draw out the radioactive catastrophe over many 

decades, rather than the mere years that Amadiro wanted. But Giskard, believing it best for humanity to 

abandon the Earth, allowed Mandamus to do this, and deprived Mandamus of the memory of doing so. The 

100 series was based upon the people of Earth abandoning the planet for a 100 years, due to nuclear fallout 

remember. There is a whole swathe of it buried across the Middle East to India, well I never in relation to 

the FHSTOS series. Giskard predicted correctly, that by forcing humanity into leaving the Earth, vigor 

would be reintroduced into mankind and the new Settlers would populate space until all the governments 

of the interstellar colonies formed a Galactic Empire. Hmm the classic line again used there, it is for your 

own safety or benefit, people forget it was the invaders who caused it in another classic meme of, problem, 

reaction and solution. Another classic meme is Hegelian dialect, refers originally to dialogue between 

people holding different points of view about a subject but wishing to arrive at the truth through reasoned 

argumentation. Dialectic resembles debate, but the concept excludes subjective elements such as emotional 

appeal and rhetoric. Heg means a scab or a scar, scab is flaky skin or is it the mark of the beast and the 

scaly skin? Heg – alien, oops. Under the stress of changing the course of humanity against First and Zeroth 

Laws, R. Giskard himself suffered a soon-fatal malfunction of his positronic brain and conferred his 

Mentalic powers upon R. Daneel. From that point on, Daneel used his Mentalics to guide humanity, 

eventually manipulating the creation of a Galactic Empire. He created the superorganism, Gaia, comprised 

of Mentalics all connected. For thousands of years, Mentalics had no importance, except that Daneel, 

under the guise of Eto Demerzel, used his powers to orchestrate Hari Seldon into beginning psychohistory. 

And you all though Hari Seldon was the “good guy”, yet again it presents another meme of, the lesser of 

two evils. Wake up and smell the reality, evil is evil. Because one side presents themselves better with a 

mask, does not mean they are for our benefit. Just like Protestantism was created to bring down the 

miscreants in the Cat-Holic church it was said, yeah right, it was more faction wars. Because most of the 

gods and goddesses, alien brothers and sisters, AI machines and robots have not been for our benefit, 

period. We have to learn better discernment, technology does not equal wisdom, it equals intelligence 

which is a much lesser form of understanding as we have all found out. Anyone can be intelligent by copy 

and pasting plus repeat after me teachings, all of which in overview are robotic in nature anyway, wisdom 

is gained by your own overview of information, events and experiences. When combined with critical 

thinking, wisdom is then attained. All of which is the triality, one on one with the one, not the duality of 

ones and zeros. The next is a classic organic Mentalics song called I see you!! 
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Another Alt Media meme is replicators, you do realize you are asking for these robotic machines by doing 

that? Then, in 12,052 GE, Hari Seldon, after Wanda showed signs of mental abilities and learning of the 

Nemesis story, theorized about the Mentalics to his adopted son Raych. I have a notion that youngsters are 

born-not often, but occasionally-with such mental abilities, but that in general, it merely gets them in 

trouble and they learn to mask it. As they grow up, their ability, their talent, is buried deep within their 

minds-sort of an unconscious act of self-preservation. That is exactly what happens, particularly during the 

school years. The system weeds out those with mental abilities and determines to crush them and so it 

becomes a position of shut down and self-preservation. Which is why I shut down and only restarted to 

connect to my true self later in life. It becomes a prison within a prison in essence, as society turns against 

you for having the temerity to question everything. It turns against you because you are different, but 

different can be seen as organic, whilst all those who speak, think and act the same are inorganic robots in 

nature. Hence the term for them as bots. The great question is; just how many have been taught to be bots, 

or how many are real bots? Surely in the Empire or even just among Trantor's forty billion, there must be 

more of that sort, like Wanda. He went about finding these Mentalics. An interesting side note to that is, a 

member reported that her daughter was questioned by a reporter in the street. She was asked the question 

are you a human or a bot? more evidence of the collective consciousness surging. He had no luck until six 

years later, when he and Wanda found the Mentalic Stettin Palver, who had joined Seldon's psychohistory 

project. Wanda and Stettin then went about finding others together, beginning with psychologist Bor 

Alurin. Leaving Seldon, Wanda and Stettin set up the early Second Foundation on Trantor, comprised of 

Mentalics. Bor Alurin was the only Mentalic who joined the First Foundation, as a mole to oversee things. 

When Trantor was sacked, Stettin's descendant Preem helped it rise from the ashes. The Second 

Foundation guided the First across the centuries. In 300 FE, the Mule searched for it but was trapped by 

them and his mind altered. In 378 FE the First Foundation thought they had destroyed it, when in reality 

they had not. Golan Trevize was sent looking for it in 498 FE. He found it, as well as the Gaia 

superorganism Daneel had created thousands of years ago, also comprised of Mentalics. Gaia altered the 

First Foundation's Mayor's mind so it did not know of the Second Foundation's existence once again. 

Trevize chose for the galaxy-wide superorganism Galaxia, made up of Mentalics connected in one being. 

This was the ultimate fate of humanity. Daneel, now retired and on the Moon, decided to merge with a 

human, Fallom, and oversee its creation without the Three Laws. Given it was Demerzel the AI robotic 

who created the theme for Hari Seldon to grow and develop, kind of reminds me of the Alt Media. Set it up 

and let’s datamine those who can think different and target them, all done by CIA subsidiaries like Go-

ogle, Palo Alto and Silicon Valley etc. We asked a few times whether the top of the CIA are all off world 

controllers, given the evidence of that it becomes more clear, it just may well be another play on words and 

they are working for the Ciakar, a reptilian group who are known as the Draconian Empire. The Galactic 

Empire mentioned in the show, is the CIAkar. 

 

Origins of the Mentalics: The Mentalics, as introduced in the second season of the Foundation TV 

adaptation, are a group of individuals with psychic abilities. These abilities allow them to infiltrate and 
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influence the thoughts and dreams of others. While the origins of their powers remain shrouded in mystery, 

it's clear that they possess a unique connection to the universe, one that transcends the boundaries of 

traditional human cognition. The word infiltrate does not augur well if that is your path, influencing the 

thoughts and dreams of others can be taken two ways also. Ego, power and seducement are all designed to 

throw you off of your path, with devastating consequences. I have seen many people with mental abilities 

fall from grace, with those three traits. The mental abilities only works when done for the benefit of the all. 

You must never stray from your path, always have personal responsibility, exercise the maximum caution 

and awareness, self-assess with 100% truth and operate under the laws of RITA. 

 

The Power of the Un-voice: One of the most intriguing aspects of the Mentalics is their ability to 

communicate using what they term un-voices. This form of telepathy allows them to share memories, 

emotions and even entire histories without uttering a single word. Imagine being able to convey an entire 

lifetime of experiences in a mere instant, or to feel the emotions of another as if they were your own. This 

is the power of the un-voice. That is what I call downloads and being in the field, it comes to you when 

you have developed sufficiently and exhibited personal responsibility with it. In the episode "Why the 

Gods Made Wine," we witness a touching interaction between Salvor and a young Mentalic named Josiah. 

Through the un-voice, Josiah shares his history with Salvor, revealing the profound depth of the Mentalics' 

experiences and the pivotal role Tellem Bond played in saving her followers from certain doom. Except 

Tellem Bond exercised total control and wanted full on worship of herself, service to self is not a light 

being. She created a bond or a binding and began to tell ‘em so, hence Tellem Bond name. This world is 

not ready for the un-voice or telepathy, although many exhibit it, they ignore it. Imagine knowing what 

everyone thinks of you truthfully, chaos and violence would ensue. Until we have sufficient people who 

are operating solely from the heart, then this skill set will remain in the hands of the few. Oh and by the 

way, the full un-voice comes into the heart, not the head. 

 

Gods or Villains? The Dual Perception of the Mentalics: With great power comes great responsibility, and 

also, often, great misunderstanding. The Mentalics, due to their unparalleled abilities, find themselves at 

the crossroads of reverence and fear. To some, they are akin to gods, beings with divine powers that can 

peer into the very soul of a person. To others, they are potential threats, villains capable of manipulating 

minds and altering the course of history. Tellem Bond, the leader of the Mentalics, reveals that the sighted 

(those with psychic abilities) often choose to remain secluded, avoiding the larger universe to prevent 

persecution. This self-imposed isolation speaks volumes about the challenges they face, in a universe that 

may not be ready to understand or accept their gifts. The problem is we all have the potential of those gifts, 

but people here are frightened of their own power. Frightened of their own shadows, the solutions is to 

integrate and embrace them. This is what THI has tried to tell you all along, get out of your own way is 

often said. The reality is you are operating in their way, not your own. You are not in your own way, only 

in a false reality and subset of ideals they created for you and you embraced them. A dualistic way and not 

the triality, which is you, not them. 
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The Future of the Mentalics: As the story unfolds, the role of the Mentalics in the grand tapestry of the 

Foundation universe becomes increasingly significant. With Hari Seldon seeking their help to establish the 

Second Foundation and Tellem Bond's reluctance to join the impending battle, the Mentalics find 

themselves at the heart of a cosmic struggle. Gaal's premonition and her unprecedented psychic powers 

further underscore the importance of the Mentalics. Tellem's desire for Gaal to lead them into the future, 

hints at a destiny intertwined with the very survival of the galaxy. That sentence should not be lost on the 

listeners, whilst the war plays out here, it plays out across the whole Galaxy as well, in fact the whole 

Universe. The introduction of the Mentalics in the "Foundation" series adds a layer of depth and 

complexity to an already intricate narrative. Their psychic abilities, combined with their rich history and 

the moral dilemmas they face, make them one of the most fascinating groups in the Asimov universe. As 

the series progresses, it will be intriguing to see how the Mentalics' role evolves and how their unique 

abilities shape the future of the galaxy. One thing is for sure: in a universe filled with advanced technology 

and sprawling empires, the power of the mind remains one of the most potent forces of all. I disagree, the 

power of the heart will always supersede the mind, the mind can be corrupted by the robot Demerzel, as 

Hari Seldon’s was, the heart can’t. It was said in the show and I am going to get the treatment for saying 

this, but I and THI have never shied away from the truth, no matter how brutal or uncomfortable it is. The 

gods made wine for those who cannot afford revenge. Revenge is the trait of a low vibrational being, a 

higher vibrational light being cannot afford revenge, as it goes against the principals of being a light being. 

So, the wine or the spirit then becomes their revenge to lower our vibration. Oops cue some serious looks, 

finger swirling and angst coming my way. It was mentioned earlier about Zeroth laws, I pondered whether 

this was another of the Talmudic style laws, which means no law for a certain group of people. Remember 

also the dark forces have no rules either, which in common sense terms means that those that operate 

within it, they are one and the same. But my ponderings went deeper, much deeper after this 

understanding, Zeroth means a zero-based numbering system. Then it dawned on me the enormity of that 

understanding, zero is half of the binary system. The Matrix is based upon the binary system, of ones and 

zeros. We have spoken a lot of the importance of the 9, yet what numbers go before and after it? The 8 and 

the 0 or the ten and the decimal system. The 8 is the loop that the zeroes kept us in. The 9 was the rose 

between two thorns, two sides of the same coin. But the nine is the triality when 3 is squared. Remember 

the power of 3,6 and 9 Tesla said, then you understand the Universe. Perhaps the 3,6 and 9 are actually, the 

energy, frequency and vibration numbers? Ten is also a cardinal number, which has to include the 0. A 

cardinal is also a member of the Rome church, bringing in the priest class again. Class can mean status but 

also teaching remember, or is it indoctrinating us with their math, science and off world cultures? 

Remember it was the Cat-holic church who took over the education system in the 1400’s and revamped it 

in their image. They say if you repeat things often enough it sticks, is that a play on words also, of – ten? 

Some say it is easier to have the ten based system than the twelve, no it is not, they are all easier if you 

repeat it often enough. It is just that they wanted their of – ten decimal system, which resulted in all kinds 

of theft from the public. Look at the two standards (duality again) of measuring, Imperial which means 
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relating to an Empire, or metric which is decimal relating to inorganic. Combine the two and you have an 

Empire who is inorganic being ran by robots, which is metatronic. The Foundation is not some science 

fiction dystopian future, it is here and now. It is two sides of the same coin trick again, is it not? So why is 

this an important topic? Because it plays into everything, even life. But as Spock said in the Star Trek 

series, there is life Jim, but not as we know it. Robotics are not life, they are a direct replacement for 

Source, a control system based purely on external technology. External technology the allowed the lower 

forms of life to become powerful, greedy, war-like and cold-hearted. This is the antithesis of life and its 

soul based developments, it is the ultimate in cheat codes. Mentalics when done in harmony with the all, is 

the path to and of enlightenment. Zero is inorganic, ones are the spark of Source and life. A binary Matrix 

system means it is half HU-man and half robot and no Source, in math terms it is 1-0. That is one man, 

with no female component courtesy of the Rome church and their minions, a zero which is the robot and 

no mention of Source or equality. One on one with the one is the organic man and the woman in 

connection to the Source, all in harmonic order. The 1-0 is the disconnect we have all experienced. 

Mentalic means god of the minds, ment means mind and al means god. Perhaps to define it better in what 

is unfolding is, heartalics. The premise of the Foundation was you can determine the course of history by 

numbers, with the number 9 we can and have done ourselves. The Peoples club was originally called a 

Foundation when it was initiated in 2016. Many thought it was just a vehicle for the Trust funds, they were 

wrong. It is a teaching course of how to be and how to not be, a 180 of everything that has failed. The 

Blueprint, the communal gatherings, FHSTOS series, the Santies and RITA law we introduced in various 

shows are the main blueprint and guidelines to back up the real meaning of The Peoples Club. THI is a 

critical thinking, common sense teaching course designed to get you all out of your own and their ways. 

Who or what is the Foundation here? The answer is you. 

 

ENDING PIECE: Some updates for you: I have managed to edit part 3 of 4 for Volume 3 of the book and 

so that is getting closer to publication. I am working on two must listen to shows, which will be FHSTOS 

Plus 22 and 23. We have finalized the next 10 books to go out and that should be accomplished by next 

Thursday. It is pleasing to see you all still basking in and of the energies and frequencies of the trip. I asked 

you all to take it with you and appears you have. I think those who didn’t go, where able to tap into the 

feedback of the last show and also the Common Sense zoom call last Saturday. Keep the love vibe flowing, 

it is having a deep effect even if you can’t see it. Things that are cropping up for many of you now is, the 

family issue. Families are complex issues, they are often painful reminders of the past and the now, but it 

doesn't have to be your future. Let go of those who don't serve your best interests, wish them well 

internally and move on. In overview, the letting go is an acknowledgement of the lesson and a recognition 

of your ability to overcome it. So, it then becomes more of letting go of the lesson, than the person or the 

people involved. Perhaps this will bring you all some solace in your family closures. A line in the Hero of 

the day song by Metallica brings us to a close this evening. No, I'm not all me, so please excuse me while I 

tend to how I feel. I wish, but for me the next line is: I know you’re busy but! No, I am not all me? Why? 

Learn to THInk of the multi-dimensional aspect of you. The oversoul is much larger and you are a much-
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reduced version of you to be here. But you came here on a mission to correct the errors of the past and 

provide a brighter future, but the soul yearns to be integrated back into its full higher D body. But to attain 

that, development of the self comes first, not last. Another line in the song says, someone there is sighing, 

have you considered that is the inner you? Waiting for you to be the savior, waiting for you to step up into 

your own power? I will leave you all to ponder on that, heartalics. 

 

 


